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High-end electronics
cut costs

Faster engravings with
HelioSprint and helical
engraving
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The professional Upgrade Kit
The TIFF Upgrade Kit (TUK) prepares the HelioKlischograph K303, K304 and K305, and twin
machines, for TIFF direct engraving.

A HelioKlischograph equipped with TUK can engrave
in XtremeEngraving mode. XtremeEngraving is an
engraving method that allows ultrafine resolutions
to be combined with high ink applications.

State-of-the-art electronics, which are also used in
high-end HelioKlischograph systems, lower maintenance costs significantly.

The concept
The existing electronics cabinet is replaced by
a PC and new electronics housed in the HelioKlischograph extension cabinet. The main drive
with the control unit and the gear box are also
being changed by a new drive unit. Furthermore
the screen disk is replaced. A new control panel
with buttons for feed left/right takes the place of
the existing panel.

The TIFF Upgrade Kit offers cutting-edge technology
such as the HelioSprint high-performance engraving
system, the HandyCam measuring camera, automatic fast crossfeed, helical engraving, and machine
control using job tickets. High Quality Hinting (HQH)
is also available for engraving of optimized data.
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Technical and functional details
All the benefits at a glance

Equipment /
Functions

Equipment /
Functions

CellGuard Processor

CellGuard Processor automatically adjusts
the engraving amplifier.

Combined operation

Engravings can be combined with those
of the HelioKlischograph K5, K50, K500
and K405.

Digital engraving
amplifier

A maintenance-free digital engraving
amplifier is used.

Engraving certificate

Engraving data

Operating modes

A HelioKlischograph equipped with TUK
engraves as well with precise polar line
engraving as with fast helical engraving.

Reliable network
engraving

When engraving from the server, engraving
data is loaded onto the machine in the
background.

All engraving parameters and a camera
image of the test cut are recorded in the
job ticket and can be printed out as an
engraving certificate.

Screen angle

Engraving is carried out with HELL´s
low-color-shift angles 0, 2, 3, 4 or with
free slectable screen angles in the range
of 30° bis 65°.

TIFF complete forms and job tickets are
used for engraving. Data is transferred via
data media or a network.

Screens

Engraving of nominal screens in the range
30 to 148 l/cm remains unchanged and the
effective screen range is 24 to 210 l/cm.

Shrink compensation

Shrink compensation takes place
during engraving.

Engraving progress
display

During engraving, the remaining time
is counted down on a display.

Stylus service life

Engraving systems

Standard type A, B, CX, D engraving systems
HelioSprint Typ B, BC, C, D
HelioXtreme Typ 32

The service life of the engraving stylus is
monitored for HelioSprint engraving systems.

The automatic fast crossfeed across white
areas results in average time savings of
20-30 %.

Technical data

Power supply:
3N PE AC 400 V +- 10% 50 / 60 Hz
Power consumption: 5 kVA

Traffic-light signal
option

The machine can be equipped with highvisibility traffic-light signals displaying its
status.

XtremeEngraving

A HelioKlischograph equipped with TUK
can perform ultrafine XtremeEngraving.

Options

The following options are available for TUK:
HandyCam, traffic-light signals.

Functions not
supported

Scanning mode, subsequent engraving
and pneumatic cylinder clamping are not
supported.

Fast crossfeed

Gradations

Gradations are generated and managed
on the PC and are compatible with all the
newer HelioKlischograph models.

HandyCam
option

The HandyCam measuring camera
delivers its measured values directly to the
CellGuard Processor via an online interface.

High Quality Hinting
(HQH)

HelioKlischograph systems equipped with
the TIFF Upgrade Kit can engrave data
optimized using the special HQH software.

Language versions

An English operating system is shipped
as standard. The application software is
available in English, German, Spanish,
French, Italian, Chinese, Polish and Slovak
as required.

Mirroring

Engraving data can be mirrored in
the circumferential direction during
the engraving process.

Operation

The system is operated on a PC
with a Windows operating system.
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